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Reason for Hiring AVIE

Family support including  24/7 care, respite support for Shana and Dawn
Optimization of mental and physical activity and health for XX
In-home caregiving, short and long-term care planning
Focus on brain health and behavioral monitoring
Reliable, engaging and dependable home-care

Initial Intake Link:

Immediate Needs
Caregivers contact information

Family Support

Dawn  XX 1234567
Shana XX 1234567
Amon XX 1234567

Short - Term Planning

High-quality home care

Assessment Results & Recommendations
Assessment Report

ADD CBS REPORTS

Recommendations



Caregivers, please read:
Health and Safety

● Keep doors locked (front and back) - unlocked doors are triggering for XX, please always
ensure front, back and laundry room doors are locked.

● Access to XXʼs master bedroom - XX will o�en lock the door to his bedroom. If he has been
alone for more than 30 minutes or you have reason for concern, there is a small metal pin in
the black dish by the entryway door you can use to unlock from the outside.

● Hide all sharp objects and oversee any use — XX has become less physically aware and
could be of danger to himself or others. Sharp knives are hidden under the stove; flower
clippers are in the far le� kitchen drawer; ALWAYS put sharp knives away and never leave in
the sink or drying rack.

● Ensure automatic lights on stairs are working — in case XX is up and moving around the
house in the dark. They are battery powered.

● Prevent staring at the sun — XX loves watching the sun rise and forgets that staring at the
sun is dangerous. Please remind him not to do so.

● Eating — XX is losing connection between his brain and stomach. Fluctuates between
overeating and undereating. Please track and distract if heʼs already eaten; encourage
snacks if he is undereating.

● Water bottle and hydration — please check for mold growing in the mouthpiece. Should be
cleaned weekly (maybe Regina every Sunday?). Please encourage drinking water and offer
tea throughout the day.

● Bathing - XX regularly showers a�er riding the stationary bike, but has not been doing so
recently. Care team: Please track frequency of bathing in team notes and ensure itʼs
happening at least 2-3 times per week.

● Medication - XX has morning and evening pill boxes. Caretakers on lunch and dinner duty,
please ensure he takes them all and does not pocket or throw away. Tip: Give him two pills
at a time throughout the meal so itʼs less overwhelming for him to take all at once. XX also
has some foot creams in his bathroom - please monitor that he is writing dates and putting
on daily.

● Fresh Clothes - XX does not frequently change his clothes. Please track as a team and make
sure he is wearing fresh pants and overshirts weekly. You can use “weʼre doing the laundry!”
as an excuse to prompt changing clothes.

Clean and Tidy Home
The more orderly the home, the more XX is at peace
Triggers: anything out of place, especially objects or leaves on the ground, lights le� on

● Keep home tidy and clean, as anything out of place, especially on the ground, triggers XX
● Pick up leaves, large specs of mess on the ground / surfaces, etc
● Always clean up dishes a�er use and please do not leave any of your items out or messy -

clean up a�er yourself and help keep the house tidy
● Keep lights off during the day - lights on during the day are triggering for him
● Put things back in place, such as random towels



● Laundry - XXʼs towels and a white and dark load once per week. Sheets, every two weeks.

Technology
The more XX has support managing technology, the more calm he will be
Triggers: confusion about finding or charging devices and receiving messages from unknown senders;
misplacing his watch

● TV Remote - o�en forgets how to use and o�en misplaces (leaving in the bathroom, likely
between toilet and shelf)

● Cell phone - obsessive about keeping it charged, o�en receives text messages from
unknown numbers which you can delete if spam by swiping le�  (keep texts  on “Known
Senders” only)

● Kindle - obsessive about keeping charged and o�en puts the iPhone charger in the kindle,
which can break it. Please help ensure the correct charger is being used for the correct
device.

● Watch - o�en leaves on the handlebar of the stationary bike or on the stairs, can get
disconcerted when missing or not working.

Cali the Cat
Cali is XXʼs pride and joy - when she is in his room and happy, he is happy
Triggers: Cali getting out of his room / out of normal routine; increasing delusion/story that if Cali gets
outside she will be harmed (she has been an indoor/outdoor cat for 12 years)

● Keep XXʼs bedroom door closed at all times during the day so the cat can't get out and he
knows where she is.

● Morning: Let Cali in from the laundry room; help XX bring her small amount of wet food to
eat in his bedroom.

● Evening (before bed): Help XX prepare some wet food on a dish in the laundry room and
help him bring her out for the night. Close the laundry room door and ensure the cat door is
open so she can go in and out. If XX insists she should not go out, distract him.

● All Day: Cali should always have dry food and water in XXʼs bedroom (main room, not locked
away in bathroom) as well as in the laundry room for night. Please help keep the litter box in
XXʼs bathroom clean and make sure she always has access to food, water and litter box.

● Ollie the dog: When Ollie is around, please always help keep them apart.

Note: Cali eats wet food twice per day. She is underweight so please be sure she gets those meals,
AM and PM.  If she seems agitated or you notice vomiting, diarrea, hissing, decreased appetite,
please let Dawn or Shana know.

***Lots of agitation around Caliʼs whereabouts. Gentle reminders about her routine (above).
Reassurance (throughout the day, as needed) that this is her home, her yard and she knows it well,
and that she has been an outdoor cat for 12 years. She is safe. She has a special collar (magnetic)
that allows her to come in and out, but other animals cannot. Seems he is blocking the door so she
canʼt get out. If it helps him sleep that's ok,  but once he is asleep move them aside. Again, reassure
him about her collar and her routine.



When you get a moment to sweep his room for food, clutter, laundry, please check that Cali has food
(dry) and fresh water and her cat box is clean.

Food
XX is happy when he is well fed, not overfed and has good company while eating
Triggers: Seeing others eating without him, especially tempting foods (burgers, sweets, etc)

● Notes: Gluten free, low sugar (please limit desserts, fruit and dark chocolate only), NO
PEPPER (black or bell) or anything spicy

● Breakfast: Please leave out cutting board, bowl, spoon, granola and fruit at night. XX feels
settled going to bed knowing his breakfast is set out (even with someone here in the
morning). Please make him a large cup of tea in the morning (steep for 2-3 min, add 2-3
drops of monk fruit sweetener, and a splash of Ripple milk). He will drink it all or reheat
throughout the day (good for hydration).

● Lunch: 11:30am or 12pm is good.
● Dinner: 5:30 or 6pm is good.
● Snacks: If you see XX poking around the fridge or seeming low energy during the day, you

can offer snacks. Mid morning and mid a�ernoon are ideal.
● Hydration: Please make sure XX is drinking water throughout the day and that his water

bottle is clean. You can always offer / make him tea, which he likes.
● Company: Please always sit with XX while he eats. Talking together is better than turning on

TV, especially if he has been watching a lot of TV during the day. Putting on music is great!
● Food Basket: XX has a basket on the le� side of the fridge — please make sure it has

primarily his yogurt, berries, nut butter and breakfast items so he does not put ketchup and
olives in his breakfast! Please keep it clean and organized and clear of spoiling food.

XXʼs Master Bedroom
XXʼs room is his sanctuary - when itʼs tidy and peaceful he is happy

● Tidiness: XX has a harder time putting clothes away. Please sweep his room regularly and
help put clothes and other items away so the space is clean and organized.

● Hoarding: XX is increasingly hoarding food - putting bananas, avocados, oils and other food
in his bathroom. Please sweep daily for foods that should not be in his room and make sure
he has a small bowl of nuts or an apple in his room at all times.

● Music: Great to balance TV watching with listening to music — you can say “Alexa, play…”
and the device will play anything! He loves Stevie Wonder, Joni Mitchell, Classical music and
Classic Rock. “Classical Meditation” and “Indian Flute” are also great stations for him.

● Stretching: Yoga mats are on the right side of the room - great to prompt him to stretch
every morning or whenever he has been laying in bed for extended periods.

● Incense: He loves incense - feel free to light some anytime.
● Digital Photo Frame: Please plug in anytime for stories of family photos, which he loves.

Activities and Engagement
XX has become much less active and, without prompting, would lie in bed watching TV most of the



day. The more you can prompt him gently to engage in activities the better!
● Stretching: In his room on the yoga mat — he loves company! Morning or anytime of day are

great.
● Walking: Please do your best to get XX outside and moving — he will occasionally say yes to

short walks in the neighborhood (go right up the driveway and see how far he goes!); walks
down to visit the fish or all the way below the deck to the gazebo. He is more likely to say yes
if you make it fun — ”XX, why donʼt you show me the flowers you have growing in the
backyard! XX, letʼs go see how the fish are doing” — vs just making it about walking. At
minimum you can explore the garden in the front or backyard for some movement and fresh
air. Ok to feed the fish 5 pellets per day, good activity and prompts him to get outside.

● Stationary Bike: XX has long loved riding the stationary bike but is doing so much less
frequently. Please prompt him enthusiastically and, if he says yes, help him get exercise
clothes on, bring his kindle, water bottle and shoes downstairs. He will ride for 30 min on the
dot (should be on level 10-12 for good cardio) and then will shower himself (for now).

● The Blinds: XX will o�en close the blinds in the living room and dining room. Preference is to
have them open for light and view. You can ask him to help you open the blinds, with
positive / encouraging language about enjoying his beautiful view of Mount Diablo!

● Being Helpful: Please prompt XX to join you with household activities like loading dishes
into the dishwasher, putting them away, folding laundry, taking out the compost or
recycling. He likes to be helpful and these are good ways to engage him/his brain.

● Flower Arranging: XX loves arranging flowers and has lessons with his teacher, Soho, every
Wednesday. Great activities include harvesting  flowers from the backyard, arranging them,
making sure arrangements in the house have enough water, clearing out dead flowers, etc.

● Looking at Photo albums: XX loves reminiscing on the past. There are a LOT of family photo
albums in the den (under the books, second cabinet from the le� by the desk). Many are in
black fire-proof bags. Please pull those out and sit on the couch with him to review any time.

● Art, Music, Right Brain Activities: XX loves music — listening to it, playing drums — and
occasionally will say yes to looking at Mayaʼs art or even making his own. There are art
supplies in the den in the cabinets under the books — please take initiative to engage him in
activities of any kind besides laying in bed watching TV! Music and art therapy are terrific.

● Le� Brain Activities: XX loves doing the word jumble in the SF Chronicle newspaper —
please join him for that daily or find other word-based games to keep his brain active. The
iPad has Lumosity and Engaging at Home programs with brain exercises and activities. Any
feedback is welcome.

● Company vs. Space: Please default to providing XX company — whether engaging in
activities with you or simply laying in bed with him to watch a movie and talk. If he asks for
space, please give to him but check in frequently (never leave alone for more than 20 min).
Please listen for his movement and attend to him right away when he comes out of his
bedroom.

Language and Communication
XX is a very loving and (generally) gentle man - lead with empathy and keep interactions calm,
grounded and stress free



Triggers: Being told what to do
● Please do not use “should” language - i.e.  you should get dressed, you should go outside -

he and any other client would be very triggered when told what to do directly. Lead by
asking questions and prompting with enthusiasm, and being respectful if/when he declines.

● When XX gets confused, disoriented or triggered, use your intuition and empathy — either
leave him alone to give space and return in a few minutes, or use reassuring language to
help affirm him and settle his nervous system - i.e. I understand itʼs frustrating when there
are leaves on the floor OR I understand that you want Cali to be safe, and she is.

Call Ami if you need anything, even to vent 925.324.2243

Goals
Goals of Client

● Safety first - we must keep XX safe. Please keep an eye on him and track his whereabouts at
all times, including increased potential for waking up as early as 3:30am and walking around
at night.

● Socialization - please know you are XXʼs primary companion. Spend as much time in his
company as possible, doing your best to engage him in activities.

● Physical activity - please do your best to prompt XX with any and all of the above
suggestions for exercise, walking, art/music therapy.

● Outings - XX is increasingly less interested in leaving the house. When spring and summer
come, outings to have lunch, go to parks, go to museums are encouraged.

Goals of Family

Family of Client - create comfortable safe space for the family; establish outside of home social
activities in the community; establish daily routines that minimize stagnation without being
overwhelming.

Reduce interactions with family if they are busy, try to keep healthy space.



Next Steps/Interventions
Medication Management

If you are on Lunch duty: Use the daytime pillbox
If you are on Dinner duty: Use the nighttime pillbox

We are trying to decrease the amount of pills, especially the larger ones so it is more palatable.

*ensure pills swallowed, ensure it is not pocketed* pills are in kitchen pantry in a small white basket
le� back on the ground
Encourage water and tea and liquids in general
Dawn will be the one to order and fill boxes

Caregiver Placement

Care schedule:

Long Term Planning

Need to complete.

General Home Safety Tips

● Store potentially hazardous items, such as medication, alcohol, matches, sharp
objects or small appliances and tools, in a securely locked cabinet.

● Keep all cleaning products, such as liquid laundry packs and bleach, out of sight or
secured to avoid possible ingestion of harmful chemicals.

● Keep the number for the local poison control center handy or saved on your phone
in case of emergency.

● Make sure carbon monoxide and smoke detectors and fire extinguishers are available
and inspected regularly. Replace batteries twice a year during daylight saving time.



● Remove tripping hazards such as throw rugs, extension cords, and excessive clutter.

● Keep walkways and rooms well lit.

● Secure large furniture, such as bookshelves, cabinets, or large TVs, to prevent tipping.

● Ensure chairs have armrests to provide support when going from a sitting to a
standing position.

● Apply stickers to glass doors at eye-level to ensure doors are visible.

● Install a latch or deadbolt either above or below eye-level on all doors

● Remove locks on interior doors to prevent the person living with dementia from
locking themselves in.

● Consider removing firearms from the home or storing them in a locked cabinet.

● Consider enrolling in a wandering response service. Contact the Alzheimerʼs
Association 24/7 Helpline (800.272.3900) for more information.

● Use appliances that have an automatic shut-off feature.

● Prevent unsafe stove usage by applying stove knob covers, removing knobs or
turning off the gas when the stove is not in use.

● Disconnect the garbage disposal.

● Mark food with purchase date; regularly check for and throw away expired items.

● Discard toxic plants and decorative fruits that may be mistaken for real food.

● Remove vitamins, prescription drugs, sugar substitutes, and seasonings from the
kitchen table and counters.

Laundry Room



● Clean out lint screens and dryer ducts regularly to prevent fires.

● Consider installing safety locks on washing machines and dryers to prevent
inappropriate items from being put in or taken out too early.

● Install locks on laundry chutes to avoid the temptation to climb into or drop
inappropriate items down the chute.

● Keep all cleaning products, such as liquid laundry packs and bleach, out of sight or
secured to avoid possible ingestion of harmful chemicals.

Bathroom

● Install grab bars for the shower, tub, and toilet to provide additional support.

● Set the water temperature at 120 degrees Fahrenheit or below to prevent
scalding.

● Apply textured stickers to slippery surfaces to prevent falls.

Bedroom

● Closely monitor the use of an electric blanket, heater, or heating pad to prevent burns
or other injuries.

● Provide seating near the bed to help with dressing.

● Ensure closet shelves are at an accessible height so that items are easy to reach,
which may prevent the person from climbing shelves or objects falling from
overhead.

Garage and Basement

● Limit access to large equipment such as lawn mowers, weed trimmers or snow
blowers.

● Keep poisonous chemicals, such as gasoline or paint thinner, out of reach.



● Lock and properly store ladders when not in use to prevent a tripping or climbing
hazard.

● Remove access to car keys if the individual living with dementia is no longer driving.

● Install a motion sensor on the garage door.

● Mark stairs with bright tape and ensure railings are sturdy and secure to prevent
tripping or falls.

Optimization
Referrals

Maybe EEG or MRI
Review Integrative Blood Panel

Resources
Social Security
1 (800) 772-1213
https://www.ssa.gov/

Medicare
1-800-633-4227
www.medicare.gov

Area Agency on Aging

https://www.ssa.gov/



